
Everysens' solution has been chosen by Arkema, the leading French chemical company and
global player specialising in materials, to digitise the real-time management of its railway
operations. 

This year 2020, marked by Covid-19, has highlighted the need for excellent collaboration
between internal (factories, steering centres, business units) and external (railway companies)
players, particularly with regard to transport visibility. The slowdown of activities and the
complexity of exchanges between each transport actor (remote work) have demonstrated the
crucial role played by the Digitalisation of the Supply Chain of major industrialists. 

It is in this context of global crisis that Arkema decided to invest in a transport visibility and
optimisation solution. After conducting a series of pilots in the first half of 2020, Arkema has
chosen the Everysens solution to monitor its European fleet of 500 wagons. 

Mr Jean-Marc Viallatte, Vice President Supply Chain Group of Arkema explains: "At Arkema,
we are conducting a profound transformation of our supply chain. In our business sector, chemicals,
the supply chain is a strategic function. The digitisation of our supply chain is one of the key areas
to increase the quality of our customer service; it is our top priority. We wanted to be more
proactive in managing rail transport, which is essential to our customers for safe and responsible
transport." 

Arkema's objective is clear: to be able to pilot its rail activities in an agile and fine-tuned
manner. Everysens provides a real-time update of the ETAs, which gives visibility on the
current and projected availability of its wagons. The specificity of this project lay in the
location of individual wagons. This monitoring is still complex in rail logistics, with partial
information for national flows and almost non-existent for flows crossing several countries.
Reactivity for incident management is therefore limited. 
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ABOUT EVERYSENS

Everysens offers the first Transport & Visibility Management System (TVMS) natively
integrating visibility to logistics processes to plan, track and optimize all supply chain flows in
real time. Everysens harnesses the power of digital twin and AI technologies to boost
industrial logistics performance. The mix of processes and visibility allows for continuous
planning coupled to execution and fleet data, better multi-party collaboration, and
automatization of transport processes. 

www.everysens.com 

"We therefore tested several solutions on the market in order to validate the benefits for our
customers. Everysens stood out not only in terms of the proposed solution, but also in its ability to
understand our needs and support us. Everysens is not only an expert in rail, data collection and
intelligent data processing, but also a partner for us on the customer project. After a few weeks of
piloting, carried out in the middle of a containment period, we chose to work with Everysens", says
Mr Jean-Marc Viallatte. 

A true "Control Tower", Everysens' solution meets Arkema's ambitions. Fully interoperable and
interactive, the platform integrates real-time sensor data from its various leasing companies
(Ermewa, VTG, Atir-Rail, Millet and Wascosa), thus making it possible to secure Arkema's
transport across all its business units. The Everysens platform is also a source of analysis for
this major chemical player, in order to proactively identify performance levers for its internal
management as well as for its partners' commitments. Arkema is considering the possibility of
deploying the solution in North America. 

Youness Lemrabet, Everysens CEO, said: "What is unique here is the global scope of the project
and the desire to harmonise rail activities at Group level to bring them up to the same standard as
other modes of road and sea transport. This is proof that rail has its place in the sustainable supply
chain of manufacturers, playing an important role in their commitment to decarbonisation."
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